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non-commercial use. Completely redesigned for the , the Kia Sorento cruises into the model
year offering a new engine that improves power and fuel economy. The Sorento is designed to
compete with the Chevrolet Equinox, Toyota Highlander, Ford Edge, and Honda Pilot, and it
offers a good value when compared with these midsize crossovers. This second-generation
Sorento is much more like a car than before, benefiting from tight, lightweight, rattle-free
unibody construction. The first-generation Sorento was a truck-based, go-anywhere
sport-utility, but it was completely re-engineered with a totally new structure for It's pounds
lighter than its truck-based predecessor yet it's roomier in most interior dimensions and offers
greater cargo capacity. During our test drive, we found the latest Sorento quiet, its rigid
structure providing an impressive feeling of sturdiness. The suspension is nicely tuned to
muffle rough pavement. On winding roads, it feels decently agile and easy to control with
perfect steering feel. The base engine is a 2. For , there's a new 2. The exterior styling of the Kia
Sorento is crisp, freshly contemporary. Looking over its uniformly accurate body-panel gaps
suggests Kia is paying close attention to the industry's ever-higher build-quality standards. A
deluxe Sorento SX variant was added late in the model year and continues into The manual-shift
base model has been discontinued for A 6-speed automatic transmission is standard on all Kia
Sorento models. While not intended as an off-road vehicle, a four-wheel-drive Sorento with its 7.
Furthermore, if you live in vertical country, hill start-assist control and downhill brake control,
standard across the Sorento line, will make life easier. The Sorento is available with a new
four-cylinder engine that delivers excellent fuel economy, while V6 models are available that
deliver strong acceleration performance. All-wheel drive is available for sure-footed traction in
wintry conditions. Sorento can be ordered as a three-row model that seats seven or a two-row
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are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. I love my vehicle. It has
third row seating. Cooled and heated seats. Backup camera. Moonroof and sunroof. No
complaints. I love my Sorento. Purchased it new in and plan on driving it another 10 years. We
drove our Kia from California to Georgia and it is a wonderful car on long trips. It has enough
room for 3 children two adults and our two dogs. It is just a wonderful car to drive. I would not I
love the Kia Sorento. It is great to drive and gets great gas mileage. Our family fits perfect in in
it. The only thing I dislike is there is not much trunk room with the third row seats up. After 7
years and 8 payments left, my engine randomly locked up on the way to work one one. Never
had a single problem, never missed and oil changed, my service record was described
Manufacturing defect found First the good. The room inside is ample. The sound system is
above average. I feel that it is too big. It not only consumes engine oil but has a leak as well. The
dashboard light does not alert until the vehicle Is Dangerously low on oil. These are all
mechanical failings I like that it is good on gas, I dislike the lack of power it has, it slides on the

road when it rains. I love the gas mileage. I hate the cosmetic features. The paint job does not
last long and the interior is starting to tear. I would not buy another Kia product. I do not like
that it has problems with the electrical system the head and tail light are always burning out. I
really like how much room it has in the interior. It has had many maintenance issues especially
since after the warranty was done. There were so many repairs I cannot even listen ball of the
issues. I wouldn't recommend the car. Currently even the Never had a single problem, never
missed and oil changed, my service record was described by the dealership as "stellar". Ran
smooth as ice until the very moment the motor blew. I'll never know why as the dealership and
Kia would do absolutely nothing to help me. It has K miles on it, K that it was babied I might
add. Sad that it didn't even make it to K. I thought was the new due to all the advancements in
technology etc. Very disappointing. I loved my car, took excellent care of it. The day it died it ran
smooth as ever, I thought it just randomly stalled as it was so quiet I didn't notice until I hit the
gas and nothing happened. Don't ever buy a used Sorento. Now for the bad. I am accused
regularly of driving like an old grandpa and yet I have had to spend thousands of dollars
replacing almost every piece of suspension on the car. They have not been able to get it into
alignment for the last year-and-a-half and they can't figure out what is causing it because they
have replaced practically everything on the front end. The backup camera will stop working 4 a
week or two at a time. I would think that with all of these problems perhaps it was isolated to
just mine but I have two other friends with Sorrento's who are having almost all of the same
issues that I am. Overall I would say spend a little extra and go with a better vehicle. Performs
smoothly, and quietly. Seats are easily moveable, and provide luxury comfort. Radio and audio
are professional grade. Extremely reliable model with a v6 engine. Known issues include middle
row of seats getting stuck in upright or folded position, but resources online exist to help
remedy the issue. Eco mode activates automatically when driving on highways or freeways.
Highway travel is smooth and steady. Vehicle is heavier in performance, but comfortable. All
wheel drive provides excellent weather and off road control. The biggest issue with my car was
a major recall that required me having to get a new engine. However, Kia paid for it as well as a
rental car and the engine has a lifetime warranty. I will be a Kia My car has been really great and
reliable for my family. It fits 3 car seats perfectly in the 2nd row with a 3rd row option. Outside
door handles break a lot and so do the automatic seats. Great gas mileage , beautiful interior
and very spacious. Great family sized vehicle for vacation trips. There have only been two
repairs The Kia Sorento promises a lot and never fails to deliver. The Kia Sorento is rated 3.
Why are my Kia Sorento brake lights not working? What's the Kia Sorento life expectancy? How
do i perform the Kia Sorento radio reset? How do i perform the Kia Sorento alarm reset? How do
i perform the Kia Sorento airbag light reset? Answers are provided by third parties. We do not
guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to. Source
FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Exterior
Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Bright Silver. Ebony Black. Java
Brown. Titanium Silver. Dark Cherry. White Sand Beige. Snow White Pearl. Pacific Blue. Tuscan
Olive. Kia Sorento Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's
level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. It's got third
row seating and can easily Read More. It is such a comfortable ride that gets It is really
comfortable on long drives, it It's a great family car, gets good mileage, Nothing really. It is just
great and so easy It's a very safe and dependable vehicle Good family vehicle and fun to drive.
Top Negative Owner Reviews. Engine Locked up. Suspension nightmare. My Kia Sorento- I do
not like it but it gets The front tire has a plug in it due to a Don't buy a Kia vehicle because they
are This car is good on gas, it has a rearview My car had some nice features upon buying
Kimberley Lynam wrote on November 2, Roberto provenzano wrote on October 19, Jordan H
wrote on October 12, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Problems. Kia's response to major
recall. Owner Reviews For Reliability. The Kia Sorento is the perfect family car. Owner Reviews
For Fuel Economy. Great car, many extra features and runs like Interior Features. Exterior
Features. Driving Impressions. Pricing Notes. Notable Equipment. Expert Rating: 4. Expert
Rating: 3. Combined MPG: Road Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. Answer: If
all of the brake lights on Your Kia Sorento arent working, it could be a bad brake light switch. If
some of them are still working, however, it could be caused by a bad fuse or burnt out bulbs.
Answer: The Kia Sorento has an average life expectancy of around , miles, or possibly more.
This means that Your vehicle has the potential to last for up to 15 to 20 years. As an
experienced driver, You will Answer: To perform a radio reset in the Kia Sorento You will start
by turning the ignition key to the "on" position and turn Your radio on, wait ten seconds and
then turn Your radio off. The reset procedure is fairly simple but takes a few minutes to do. First
You will need to press the panic Answer: To reset the airbag light in Your Kia Sorento turn the
ignition key to the "on" position and wait for the airbag button to illuminate and then switch off.

If You never use the passenger side then You can See all Frequently Asked Questions.
Moderate Overlap Front. Roof Strength. See all Safety Features. Best SUVs. Best SUVs for the
money. Best Affordable SUVs with 3 rows. Best Small SUVs. Browse By Category. Small Cars. It
has a capable engine, it handles like a car, and it has more standard features than other SUVs in
its category. The Sorento has a stiffness that, while others would complain about it, gives
positive feedback during turns. And if you feel that the three-row model is cramped, you can go
for the five-seater model and enjoy all the space that you want. The base model of Kia Sorento
has a 4 cylinder 2. The top-of-the-line trim has a 3. You have the option between front-wheel
drive and all-wheel drive models. All trims except the base model come with an automatic
transmission. The overall performance of the Sorento is notable given the fact that it is a
bargain brand crossover. Even the base model provides adequate power that most drivers will
certainly like. The Sorento V6 gives you more without sacrificing fuel efficiency. It has strong
brakes and composed handling. The suspension is not that great though, and it can make the
ride bumpy if you are driving on uneven roads. Like its smaller brother, the Kia Sportage, the
Kia Sorento has sharp looks. It has more lines compared to the Sportage which make it look
older â€” in the context of comparing brothers. It also has a detailing on the front grille but its
headlines appear smaller thus exuding a sleeker look. The Sorento comes with a lot of standard
features for its price. The center console offers compatibility with modern devices. In its class,
the crossover definitely has better quality interiors. The materials used are high quality. The
first and second rows of the Sorento provide adequate space and cause no discomfort even on
long rides. The high driving position is good too. The only complaint that we have is that the
seats are not soft enough. On the other hand, the federal government gives the Sorento 4 out of
5 stars for scoring well in their own tests. The Sorento comes with the standard 5-year warranty
and a lengthy year powertrain warranty. The crossover also comes with a 5-year 24 hour
roadside assistance and a 5-year corrosion warranty. Indeed, the Kia Sorento is one of the most
reliable vehicles in the market. The Kia Sorento has plenty of standard features that are not
present in some of its same-priced counterparts. It has adequate space, even in the third row.
The base engine is adequate for most of your driving needs and upgrading to the V6-equipped
Sorento does not sacrifice fuel economy. The Sorento also handles well, making it a top pick in
its class. The suspension tuning is too firm and it can give you a bumpy ride on imperfect
roads. Another complaint that we have is that the second row for the five-seater model does not
slide. With all its features for its affordable price, the Kia Sorento is indeed a good choice for
families who are on a budget. Overall Rating 76 out of Braking control is fine. SX models have
slightly sharper moves. Its smooth 3. Follow Us on. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Kia releases a version of its Sorento SUV with a direct-injection engine, bringing ample power
from a four-cylinder engine and better fuel economy than any other version of the vehicle. Be
respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we
encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Wayne
Cunningham. June 4, p. Kia's largest SUV is not some mammoth nation cruiser, but a nicely

packaged vehicle with plenty of versatile interior space. It embodies Kia's value proposition
very well. View Local Inventory. Read Full Review. The grille shows the standard Kia tiger nose
design, leading back to nicely rounded headlight casings and fenders. The overall look is
modern, but not remarkable. At The optional Premium Plus package adds a third-row seat,
increasing the utility. Kia offers the Sorento in all-wheel-drive and front-wheel-drive versions.
The suspension is somewhat rigid, making for decent handling but a sometimes harsh ride.
With the third-row seats up, there is no cargo area at all. Putting the third- and second-row seats
down leaves a large, cavernous cargo area. In the mid, EX trim level, Kia offers a nice cabin
interior, including leather seats. The driver-side seat is power-adjustable, and the
passenger-side becomes power-adjustable with the Premium Plus package. The second-row
seating is not luxurious, but better than we would expect at the Sorento's price point. The
Premium Plus package also brings in the navigation head unit. When this package is selected, it
eliminates the UVO advanced voice command system available on the base model. Kia sticks to
hydraulic boost for the steering wheel, tuning it for responsive handling. Audio controls sit on
the left spoke of the wheel, with voice command for the Bluetooth phone system on the lower
spokes. The Sorento comes with a six-speed automatic transmission, which also offers manual
gear selection. The navigation system is somewhat basic, only showing 2D maps, but it does
offer traffic integration. The navigation system shows a good points-of-interest database,
accessible through category browsing or search. When using an audio source such as a USB
drive, the interface shows the file and folder structure. With a connected iPod, the interface
shows a complete music library. The stereo also supports Bluetooth audio streaming, a more
convenient way of listening to music from a smartphone. Discuss: Kia Sorento EX pictures.
Spacious little Hyundai Ioniq 5 electric crossover is all angles Spacious little Hyundai Ioniq 5
electric crossover is all angles 17 Photos. Unlike other websites and magazines, our ratings are
not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of criteria:
quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When
comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by
each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles
achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not
quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class.
Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. We
have information you must know before you buy the Sorento. We want to send it to you, along
with other pricing insights. I agree to receive e
1967 pontiac firebird wiring diagram
ford f150 starter replacement
2007 chevy cobalt headlight assembly
mails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you,
and will never sell your email. Privacy Policy. We have partnered with trusted dealers in your
area to give you a great price on the new Kia Sorento. This is how it works:. Saved Vehicles 0
Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Kia Sorento Kia Sorento Pictures. You can interpret our ratings
in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road.
Exterior 16 Interior View Full Screen. See All Photos. Insider Information We have information
you must know before you buy the Sorento. Your Email Submit. Thank you. You are now
subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with
trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Kia Sorento. Use the CarsDirect
Target Price as a tool in your negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as
well as trade-in options. Kia Sorento By Year Preview New Used

